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Abstract—The Bartlett’s periodogram is widely used in the
spectrum sensing applications since it does not need any preknown information about the primary user signal. However, it is
effected by the noise during detection process resulting high
error ratio. In this paper, a minimizing error ratio of a
periodogram using Bartlett-DCT estimator has been presented.
The primary user signal is generated randomly and transmitted
via AWGN channel. The estimator has been examined using
three scenarios. The first scenario, the detected primary user
signal has two modes; 2K mode and 8K mode. Then both
modes applied with second scenario that is examined with
different SNR values. Third scenario is examined both modes
with various cyclic prefix values then all results have been
compared with the traditional Bartlett’s estimator. All scenarios
have been analysis by the Monte Carlo trials with two values for
both modes. The results described that the proposed algorithm
offer lower error ratio.

alarm of cooperative SS for non-identically distributed
but independent of fading channels. These expressions is
considered as optimization algorithms, which evaluate the
optimal parameters for a cooperative system. For
instances on these parameters, the measured energy and
global probabilities of detection and false alarm. The
proposed work suffers from the computational
complexity [4]. Other work that is proposed to decrease
the error probability of the ED technique. This work
depends on the recursive estimation scheme to find only
two hidden states. Thus, its work is contained three parts;
coarse detection, multipath coefficients estimation and
PU state update. In addition, it used the Monte-Carlo
random finite sampling to define all data during time
varying. Therefore, the unknown variance of noise can be
calculated for multi-path sensing channels [5]. In addition,
the perfectly of distributed cooperative spectrum sensing
is studied for traditional ED technique to minimize the
detection error. It used the exact closed-expression of
Neyman’s hypothesis testing to derive the detection
performance probabilities thorough fading and nonfading channels. Thus, it satisfied the bounds of error to
30 SUs and various signal-to-noise (SNR) and threshold
values. It obtained that the minimum error ratio for
Additive-White-Gaussian-Noise (AWGN), Rayleigh, and
Rician channel kinds. The best number of SUs for
minimum error ratio is five, two, and one user for AWGN,
Rayleigh, and Rician channel kinds. However, this work
is fail when the SNR less than 12 dB, i.e., for low SNR
[6]. In 1997, a proposed approach to minimize the bit
error rate of detection system by using multiple antenna
for each SU in centralize cooperative spectrum sensing. It
is achieved by deriving three mathematical models; one
for OR rule, second for AND rule, and the last for
Majority rule to enhance the performance detection for
ED technique. The results of raw approach proved that
the bit error rate in case of OR rule is lower than the
AND and Majority rules in raw ED technique. Moreover,
the results of proposed approach proved that the bit error
rate in case of AND rule is lower than the AND and
Majority rules in enhanced ED technique. Nevertheless,
the proposed approach has high SNR wall and is
influenced by a high level of computational complexity
[7]. The authors in [8] investigated an optimum voting
rule for centralize cooperative spectrum sensing to
minimize the total error rate. This rule is tested via
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Cognitive Radio (CR) technique is considered an
attractive key to the spectrum scarcity issue. Such issue is
a consequence of fixed spectrum access, increasing
number of devices, and huge data rate of modern
applications. To solve this issue, CR permits Secondary
Users (SUs) to reuse the licensed spectrum of Primary
Users (PUs) in opportunistic manner [1]
The reusing process can be performed via one of
Spectrum Sensing (SS) approaches by detect one or more
features of licensed band. [2]. One of these approaches is
matched filter detection, which is the perfect one in terms
of detection and has low error detection but it the most
complexity. Other approach is cyclostationarity feature
detection, it has a good detection performance and low
error but suffers from high complexity. The Energy
Detection (ED) approach is the simplest one since it does
not need any pre-known data of the PU spectrum.
However, it has a bad detection performance due to high
error probability [3].
In literature, there are many works that is proposed for
error reduction in the ED technique. It was derived
expressions for global probabilities of detection and false
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AWGN channel type for AND and OR rules. The
proposed voting rule confirmed that the optimum number
for SUs is half to improve the detection performance.
This system is better than the abovementioned systems
yet it is fail to work for SNR < o dB [8]. In 2018, the
authors in [9] combined the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) and stop and wait automatic repeat request (ARQ)
techniques to decrease the detection error. This error is
created due to the fading and shadowing that make the
local decision repeats. The expressions are derived for
centralized cooperative spectrum sensing via AWGN
channel. The proposed system decreased the error by
cancelling the repeated transmission of local decisions.
However, it has high level of computational complexity
[9]. An error reduction way of sensing is studied for
composite channel using ED technique and derived
according to Gauss-Hermite integration. The way is
applied on cooperative spectrum sensing for generalized
lognormal distribution and models of α−η−μ and the
α−κ−μ composite channel distributions. The performance
of detection is tested for square-law selection and squarelaw combining diversity patterns. The results depicted
that the optimized of the detection threshold parameters is
significantly enhanced the detection performance. In
addition, the proposed system improved optimistically the
majority rule for the number of SUs for centralized
scheme of cooperation [10].
However, other work was proposed a Bartlett’s
algorithm based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to
enhance the detection performance. It compares its
periodogram versus the periodogram that based on
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Since the DCT can
decrease the noise effect, the detection performance of
the Bartlett’s periodogram that based on DCT is better
[11].
In this paper, the error probability of has been
investigated and analyzed for ED technique for different
SNR values. This investigated shows the ED technique
using the Bartlett’s periodogram based on DCT is
considered one of the best methods since it has low
computational complexity.
In addition to this section of introduction, the rest of
this paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 is introduced
the system model of the Bartlett’s periodogram. The
proposed system is descried in details in Section 3.
Section 4 explains the results of the probability of error
graphically and analytically. A brief conclusion is
presented in Section 5.

Many SSS approaches have been employed in cognitive
radio networks to enrich the different network with
required spectra. The ED approach is the simplest one to
sense altered signal kinds and also it can be accomplished
by time-domain and frequency-domain. The sensing
procedure can be accomplished by estimating the signal
power and comparing it with the predefined threshold to
choose if the licensed signal is present. In Fig. 1, the ED
way is depicted and its blocks describe why it is
considered a simple and low-cost design. Moreover, it
does not require any pre-known data since it requires only
received signal power, so the equipment of SU does not
require to be coherent with the PU one. Nonetheless, the
noise variance effects on the ED way, therefore, this way
has a poor performance in low SNR [12]. This procedure
can be performed by a binary hypothesis, which is broken
into two hypotheses; absence hypothesis H0 and presence
hypothesis H1. The H0 hypothesis represents that only the
noise is present whereas the H1 hypothesis represents that
the signal plus noise are present. Thus a decision of
presenting can be achieved by comparing between the
predefined threshold and the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) of the targeted PU signal. This decision can be
deduced by using two types of probabilities; false-alarm
and detection, as shown below [13]:
(1)
(2)
where Pfa and Pd represent the probabilities of false-alarm
and detection, respectively. In addition, λ and x denote
the predefined threshold and received PU signal,
respectively. This signal can be stated for Nth samples as
follows:
(3)
where s and w denote the transmitted PU signal without
noise and noise, respectively. s is considered an identical
and independent random process (i.i.d) with a zero mean
and a variance of σs2. w is considered the Gaussian noise
with a zero mean and a variance of σw2.
The periodogram is the one of ED-SS schemes that can
be achieved by frequency-domain SS algorithm. It is
better than the time-domain SS algorithm since it can
detect many bands over a wide bandwidth. Unfortunately,
the periodogram has weak performance of detection due
to the high noise variance. It is performed using DFT to
estimate the PU power and then squared. After that, the
PSD is achieved by averaging the DFT bins over the
signal length. Finally, the sensing decision is done after a
comparison between the PSD is made and the threshold
(as shown in Fig. 1) [14].

II. SYSTEM MODEL
According to fundamental of Dynamic Spectrum
Access (DSA), In the Single Spectrum Sensing (SSS),
each SU looks for a spectrum, senses, and decides if the
sensed licensed spectrum is used or unused, then employs
it in case of unused to avoid any harmful interference.
The process of sensing can be opportunistically achieved
the binary hypothesis as will have been described later.
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the DFT is periodic only. A signal stream can be
represented as a new stream by using the DCT according
to the following equations:
(12)
Fig. 1. The raw periodogram.

The Bartlett’s periodogram performs PSD via three
steps; segmenting, obtaining the PSD for each segment,
and obtaining the average PSD, as depicted in the Fig. 2.
The first step is segmenting the PU signal into L
segments with length K. Next, the PSD for each segment
should be obtained by recalling (4) as follows [15]

(13)
(14)
where, a[n] is the original stream with M-point length
and A[k] is the corresponded DCT coefficients of a[n]
[14].

(5)

The last step is evaluating the average PSDB (or
Bartlett’s PSD) of L segments as
(6)
where L can be estimated as
(7)
Fig. 3. The transforms comparison, (a) original signal, (b) DCT-II of
original signal, (c) the real component of DFT of original signal, and (d)
the imaginary component of DFT of original signal [14].

In Fig. 3a comparison between DCT and DFT
algorithms has performed for a signal stream, which is
shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b reveals the signal power is
compacted to half by using the DCT. Fig. 3c and 3d show
that DFT cannot compact the signal power. Therefore, the
factor of power compaction of DCT is largely used in
speech and image processing due to its property of
squeezing to increase power density [14].
The probability of error should be estimated for the
proposed system that performs the detection process
depending on the DCT. The proposed Bartlett’s
periodogram uses the DCT to obtain the PSD. Since the
cosine bases are real, the noise effect will be decreased
and then the error of sensing will decrease too [18].
Therefore, (5) can be derived in DCT form as

Fig. 2. The raw Bartlett’S periodogram.

Thus, the binary hypothesis in terms of Bartlett’s
algorithm will be written as follows:
(8)
and Pfa and Pd can be remodelled as:
(9)

(10)
These relationships are called the Receiver Operational
Characteristic (ROC) curve that describes the detection
performance. In addition, the predefined threshold
requires noise variance to be obtained as follows:

(15)

(11)
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The DCT is a transform that includes functions of
cosine basis. It is periodic and even symmetric whereas
©2019 Journal of Communications
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It is clear to say that Equation 12 is lower complexity
than Equation (5). The procedure to obtain the average
PSD in raw Bartlett’s periodogram case is divided the
squared summation of spectra by squared length while in
DCT-Bartlett’s periodogram case is divided the squared
summation of spectra by half of squared length. The
average PSD still same as (6) as shown in the next
equation:
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DFT filters while in case of using the DCT filters, it
cannot. Consequently, the SNR wall has been decreased
in the proposed system of detection and thus the detection
performance becomes better. On the other hand, the error
ratio of the proposed Bartlett’s periodogram in 8K mode
is better than that in 2K mode as shown in figures 5 and 6,
respectively, yet it need longer detection period.
Therefore, the error of detection is decreased when the
PU signal length is increased.

(16)
The proposed Bartlett’s periodogram based on DCT is
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The Proposed Bartlett’s-DCT Periodogram.
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The error of sensing can be evaluated as follows [16]:
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(17)

Error Probability
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where Pe represents the probability of error that is
required to analyze the detection performance. This error
ratio that is produced by cosine bases is lower than that is
produced by Fourier bases since the cosine filters
identifies the traffic from the noise.
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Fig. 5. Probability of Error for 2K mode and Cyclic Prefix = 1/32.

IV. RESULTS

1

In this section, the simulation results are presented to
analyze the goodness of the proposed system detection.
The results are achieved using 100 and 1000 independent
trails of Monte Carlo simulation for 8K and 2K modes,
respectively. The results of system error regards on the
system that is proposed by [11]. The probability of
system error results is performed for different SNR and
cyclic prefix values. The received PU signal is a
baseband signal and its specifications are taken according
to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
standard as listed in Table I.
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Values

Mode

2K and 8K mode

Signal Length

2048 and 8192

No. of Subcarrier

1705 and 6817

Cyclic prefix ratio

¼, 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32

Modulation Type

16-QAM

Channel Type

AWGN Channel

SNR (dB)

0, -10, -20
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Fig. 6. Probability of Error for 8K mode and Cyclic Prefix = 1/32.

B. The Cyclic Prefix Affection
The signal length effect on system error as
aforementioned, and then the factor of cyclic prefix is
considered affected factor. According to the OFDM
standard, the cyclic prefix is varied from 1/32 to ¼ for 20dB as SNR as depicted in figures 7 and 8. From both
figures, the error ratio of proposed Bartlett’s periodogram
is lower than that of traditional Bartlett’s one. Therefore,
the DCT-Bartlett’s periodogram has better performance.
In addition, since the bigger cyclic prefix ratio is ¼, the
error ratio of detection system is lower in this ratio. As a
result, the performance of 8K mode is better than 2K
mode since it is longer. However, the 2K mode is better
than 8K mode in terms of sensing time.

TABLE I. THE OFDM SIGNAL STANDARDS
Specifications

0.6

This section is broken into two parts according to main
affected factors; SNR and cyclic prefix. Other factors that
also effect the system error such as signal length, is
analyzed throughout this section too.

1
0.9

A. The Impact of SNR
One of factors to analyze the error system is the SNR,
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are described the probability of error
versus the probability of false alarm. The SNR values are
varied from -20 to 0 dB for cyclic prefix = 1/32. From
these figures, the error ratio of traditional Bartlett’s
periodogram is higher than that of Bartlett’s DCT
periodogram for all values of SNR. The low SNR values
can effect on the traditional Bartlett’s periodogram due to
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Fig. 7. Probability of Error for 2K mode and SNR = -20dB.
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Fig. 8. Probability of Error for 8K mode and SNR = -20dB.

[10]

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the error ratio of Bartlett’s algorithm that
is implemented by a DCT-periodogram was analyzed. In
the literature, the authors that used Bartlett’s algorithm
did not investigate the error ratio in the detection system.
The error probability of detection system is derived for
AWGN channel. The proposed DCT-Bartlett’s
periodogram offer a low probability of error in low SNR
in apposite of traditional Bartlett’s periodogram
according to numerical and graphical results.
Consequently, the proposed periodogram has a better
performance especially in case of longer signal length.
Finally, the proposed system has lower computational
complexity and decreases the SNR wall.

[11]
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